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LAS VEGAS BOUND
Falcons capture back-to-back MAC championships

TktBCNfwi/TI-N.

BG coach Gary Blackney celebrates with Bob Dudley (left), Erik White and Artie Mangham
after BG beat Kent State 28-22. The victory gives the Falcons its second consecutive MAC
championship.
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BG wins MAC in 28-22 victory
by Glen Lubbert
sports editor
The Bowling Green football
team wrapped up its second
straight Mid-American Conference title with a 28-22 victory
over Kent State Saturday.
The Falcons are the first team
to repeat as league champions
since Central Michigan went
back-to-back in 1979 and 1980.
BG remains undefeated in conference play this season at 7-0,
8-2 overall.
While the BG squad was
geared for a post-game full of
festive celebration, the Golden
Flashes were primed to do what
every other conference foe has
attempted all season, knick the
Falcons' mighty armor. Because
either a BG defeat or victory
would still clinch the title, the
game was supposed to be just a
routine demonstration of the
mighty Falcons' dominance over
the eighth-place Golden Flashes.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
someone forgot to inform Kent
they weren't supposed to be actually challenging BG, let alone
playing for a victory.
"We stunk," head coach Garv
Blackney said. "I don't even want
to talk about that. We won the
championship. We didn't play
well. We didn't coach well and
that's all there is to it. We won
the championship."

After faltering offensively in
the first half, BG came out and
dominated the third quarter,
scoring three times in just under
eight minutes. Twice quarterback Erik White connected with
split end Ronnie Redd to give the
Falcons a 21-9 advantage.
"We definitely had a gut check
at half time," defensive tackle
Jeff Rottinghaus said. "We didn't
come out and play the way we'd
expected to play. We turned it
up."
Finally, BG had come out of its
first half shell to show everyone
that the defending MAC champs
could score at will. Split end
Dave Hankins caught a 27-yard
pass from White for the final BG
score of the day and a 28-9 lead.
White had a strong day passing
for 312 yards with 24 completions on 45 attempts with one
interception.
"Things were clicking," White
said about the third quarter.
"Those were passes we were trying to hit on earlier. They weren't
coming as open as we would have
liked to earlier. We were a little
out of synch."
But the Golden Flashes weren't
finished as quarterback Kevin
Shuman drove 90 yards on 13
plays to score on a 26-yard pass
to tailback Reggie Cook with 3:59
remaining in the game. Suddenly,
Kent was thrust back into the
game. Head coach Pete Cordelli
opted for the two-point conver-

"I like to think when they get
sion on a faked kick, but it failed, Falcons prevented Kent from
putting the ball in the end zone, down there, we're stepping up,"
cutting the deficit to 28-15.
With time dwindling, the Gold- making them settle for a field inside linebacker Vince Palko
en Flashes' only hope was to re- goal and a 3-0 lead. The scoring said. "We tighten up. I think
cover an onside kick. So when drive took four plays on an that's where we play out best ball
kicker Robbie Butts knocked the 8-yard loss from the Falcon de- with our back against the wall."
See Blaclaiey, page five.
ball right along the Falcons' line fense.
with flanker Mark Szlachcic
leading the charge, the hope was
dwindling. But Szlachcic was unable to keep control of the ball as
Kent linebacker Jon Durkos recovered the ball to give the Flashes another drive opportunity.
"I think Kent wasnt particularly having the kind of season
they wanted to have," White said.
"So. this was their championship
game. We knew that coming in
and they didn't lay down. They
kept coming and coming and
coming. We didn't take them
lightly. They're football players
and they want to win just like we
do."
Once again Shuman drove Kent
60 yards down the field in a scant
41 seconds to score one final
time. This time Cordelli went
with the standard point after
conversion bringing the score to
28-22. Kent tried the onside kick
again, but strong safety Joe Bair
was able to recover the ball with
3:16 left.
In the first half, Kent was able
to stall BG's drives and when
Szlachcic fumbled t JMSS from
Tkc BG Newi/TIm Nor™.
White, the Golden Flashes were
set up on the 1-yard line. But a BG'i Joe Bair (3) and Carlo* Brooks (10) tackle a Kent player during
strong defensive stand from the Saturday's contest. The Falcons won the game 28-22.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Brooks secures Falcon victory
by Erik Pupillo
assistant sports editor

In Saturday's 28-22 defeat of
Kent State, one star was born on
BG's football team while another
continued to burn brightly.
Senior cornerback Carlos
Brooks picked off Kent State
quarterback Kevin Shuman three
times on the afternoon, the last
one to secure the Falcon victory.
Brooks wasted no time as he
intercepted Shuman at the BG 1
to thwart Kent's opening drive.
Interestingly enough. Brooks'
interception occurred in the
same end zone in which he picked
off a pass two years ago to ensure a BG victory within one
period to play.

said. "I have to give most of my get too many opportunities to decredit to the defensive line be- fend against the pass, but he
cause they played great today. As showed what a great player he is
far as the defensive backs go, we today," Ferraro said. "Carlos has
stuck together and played been hot the past couple of weeks
together. This wasn't a great day against the pass and he's been
for me, but a great day for our solid for us against the pass all
defensive backs and our defense season. He's made some big tackles."
as a whole."
Defensive coordinator Paul
Ferraro praised the play of
"It's players like Carlos, Vince
Brooks and several other Falcon Palko and Bob Dudley that do a
defenders who dont shine in the great Job containing the offense
and forcing them to run into our
spotlight very often.
defensive scheme."
"With Carlos playing on the
Along with Brooks' great pershort line of the field, he doesn't formance, the entire BG defense

spent a lot of time in the Kent
backfield.
The Falcons made 12 tackles
behind the line of scrimmage for
minus 36 yards in losses. BG's
biggest culprit was outside linebacker Kevin O'Brien, who made
five tackles behind the line, including one sack.
The sack raises his single
season BG record to 16 while his
five tackles behind the line
brings his single season total to
30. The total breaks former
school recordholder Andre
Young's record of 26 set back In
1982.

O'Brien wasted no time breaking Young's record when he
made two consecutive tackles
behind the line of scrimmage on
a goal line stand during Kent's
second possession to tie and
eclipse the record In a matter of
a minute.
"The defensive line made a
great push and I was able to get
in there untouched to make the
tackles," O'Brien said. "I thought
I had a pretty good day, but Kent
ran a lot of sprint out passes and
I wasnt able to pass rush the way
I wanted to."

It was an interception that
Brooks still holds close to his
heart.
"Even though I got three today,
the one that I picked off in the
end zone my sophomore year was
and still is the most important to
me," Brooks said.
Brooks continued to rise to the
occasion as he stole another pass
intended for Kent receiver Brian
Dusho in the Falcons' end zone to
prevent a touchdown in the
fourth quarter when BG was
holding a comfortable 28 9 lead.
However, Brooks' final interception came at a more critical
point of the game when Kent cut
the Falcons' lead to 28-22. The
Flashes had the ball and were
driving against the BG defense,
but Brooks caught a pass that deflected off the hands of Jimmle
Woody, the intended receiver.
"I guess I was in the right
place at the right time," Brooks

Tfcr BG Ntwi/Tlm N

Falcon Vlnce Palko sacks Kent quarterback Kevin Shuman. Palko had IS tackles for the game.

FALCON VOLLEYBALL PLAYS AT HOME FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7PM!
Advertising Sales Co-op
Available
I-earn more about advertising sales while gaining valuable experience and contacts
for your job search after college.
The BG News is looking for an advertising sales Co-op student for spring
semester.This person would be responsible for N.W. Ohio, including Toledo, Canada,
Cleveland,, Put N Bay and Cedar Point.
If you're going into sales, here is your chance for experience!
For more information contact
Colleen Whitman at:
372-2606

^

Pheasant Room
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^ %C• Monday Lunch Special
GRILLED ROCK SHRIMP
on Fried Rice
with Vegetable

$4.50
Located in the University Union
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BG swimmers beat ND Hawkeyes hold
Indiana scoreless

by Andy Dugan
sports writer

The men's and women's
swim teams captured two big
wins against the Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame on Friday, in
their first dual meet of the
season.
The men won their first road
victory since 1990 with a final
score of 149.S to 93.5. "I felt all along that this was
our best opportunity to beat
Notre Dame. We've been training hard and I think we swam
the perfect meet," said head
coach Brian Gordon. "This win
is the biggest victory the men
have had in five years, next to
the Miami victory in January
of 1991."
The men won 10 out of the 11
swimming events, losing the
one by .05 seconds.
"Everyone swam well at this
time in the season and the
freshmen swam great," said
men's co-captain Kevin Grotke. "After training for two
months, we now see what we
are and what we can do. This
meet really paid off."
Some victories for the men
included: the 400 Medley Relay
composed of Jason Campbell,

Grotke, Guenter Miller and
Andy Dugan with a time of
3:33.28; Paul Henderson's 200
Free with 1:45.50; Tim Roger's
1,000 Free with 9:35.46 - the
fastest unshaved time in BG
history - and the 500 Free with
4:41.82; Miller's 200 Fly with
1:52.50; Brad Briney's SO Free
with 21.57; Rob Schaefer's 200
Individual Medley with 1:57.99
and the 200 Breaststroke with
2:10.65; Campbell's 200 Backstroke with 1:55.07; and the 400
Free Relay of Henderson, Dugan, Chris Haid and Briney
won with 3:12.10.
The men's next meet will be
Friday when they take on the
defending MAC champions
Eastern Michigan at Cooper
Pool.
The women also won their
meet with impressive performances. The Falcons beat
the Irish 134 to 109. Beating
Notre Dame was important in
avenging their only loss to
them last year.
"They beat us last year. I
think we came in Friday better
prepared than them," said
Gordon. "We exhibited what
we've known all along; we are a
talented team."

Although the women only
won six out of the 11 swimming
events and one of the two diving events; their second, third
and fourth place finishes made
the difference.
"It's good to have the first
dual meet under our belt," said
women's co-captain Jody Reed.
"But there are a lot of things
we have to work on, like starts
and finishes. We're realizing
the talent we have. We had a lot
of second, third and fourth
place finishes that made the
difference in winning the meet.
We had to depend on everyone."
Victories for the women included: the 400 Medley Relay
team of Reed, Josie McCullough, Amanda Applegate and
Shni Kraus won with a time of
4:00.84; Cheryl Patteson's 1,000
Free with 10:16.02, 200 Breaststroke with 2:22.68 and a school
record 200 Individual Medley
with 2:07.35, Lynne Rutherford's personal best 200 Free
with 1:54.87; Keely Yenglin's
500 Free with 5:05.61; Jenny
Kent's 1 meter diving with
229.20 points; and the 400 Free
Relay of Jill Bowers, Reed,
Heather Williams and Yenglin
with a time of 3:36.95.

by Steve Herman
AP sports writer

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -- Carlos
James prevented an Indiana
touchdown with an interception
in the end zone and later set up
an Iowa score with a 26-yard
interception return as the Hawkeyes beat the Hoosiers 14-0 Saturday.
Both Iowa touchdowns followed Indiana turnovers, one on
a fumble in the first quarter and
the other in the final period on
James' second interception.
Indiana backup quarterback
John Paci, under pressure, tried
to throw the ball away, but James
picked It off and returned it to
the 1. Lew Montgomery ran in on
the next play for the touchdown.
The only other score was set up
by a fumble by Jermaine Chancy
on Indiana's first offensive play
of the game. Montgomery ran 13
yards to the 15, and five plays
later Paul Burmelster passed 3
yards to Danan Hughes for the
touchdown, extending his school
career record to 21 TD receptions.
Burmelster, a junior, was making his first career start in place
of injured Jim Hartlleb.

The Hawkeyes (4-6, 3J Big
Ten) threatened on four other
first-half possessions while holding Indiana (5-4, 3-3) to a net 24
yards before the intermission.
A 40-yard pass to Jeff Anttila
helped Iowa to the Indiana 15
early in the second quarter before Jay Davis recovered a fumble by Burmeister. On the Hawkeyes' next possession, a 27-yard
run by Ryan Terry helped Iowa
to the Indiana 14 before Davis
intercepted a pass.
The Hawkeyes also lost the ball
on downs at the Indiana 34 with
just over a minute to go, and
Todd Romano missed a 49-yard
field goal attempt as the half
ended, preserving the Hawkeyes'
7-0 lead. Romano also missed a
42-yard field goal try late In the
third quarter.
Indiana's only threat was on its
first possession of the third
period. The Hoosiers moved
from their own 29 to the Iowa 40,
then an offside penalty against
the Hawkeyes gave Indiana a
first down at the 35. James saved
a touchdown on the next play,
taking the ball away from Indiana's Thomas Lewis in the end

Students and Staff... the message is clear. Your time and money is precious. You
are intelligent and of a curious nature. Come see us and save money and time,
while finding new and interesting foods.
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November 13th, 14th, & 15th we are having a Fall Open House with lots of food
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Bad comments
cloud BG win
"The last time I was in a BG
locker room was Fresno. I'll tell
you what, this is even a prouder
moment. The first time since
1979 and '80 that a team's repeated. You guys have been a
great inspiration to the Bowling
Green State University and a
great tribute to the MidAmerican Conference. Coach,
Falcons, on the way to Las
Vegas."
Those were the words of MAC
commissioner Karl Benson right
before the Falcon locker room erupted in cheers as they proudly
held aloft their second straight
Mid-American Conference trophy. It was a hard-fought season,
and each person in that room
knew how much work it took to
get there.
Quarterback Erik White took
hold of the game ball and presented it to the man who believed
in this last place team from day
one. He's the person who took
them from last to first and then
successfully defended their conference title. Head coach Gary
Blackney, along with a talented
staff, has kept the Falcons undefeated in Mid-American Conference play for IS games.
For the first time since Central
Michigan took the title twice a
little over a decade ago. Bowling
Green had set a new standard of
excellence. And at the center of it
all is Blackney, a virtual icon in
the Bowling Green community.
Everyone gives credit to
Blackney. He's the reason, and
that's all that needs to be said.
Posted along the sidelines a lone
banner said It all - "Blackney for
President."
He was a hero for a program
that was falling lower and lower

Blackney
Continued from page two.

every season. Under coach Moe
Ankney, the Falcons won only 20
games in five seasons, never
garnishing a winning record, let
alone a conference title. Enter
Blackney, who turned the team
around in a dream season and a
California Bowl victory.
His accomplishments are nothing less than excellent. For his
success last season, Blackney
was selected as MAC Coach of
the Year and American Football
Coaches Association region 3
Coach of the Year and tied a
NCAA record for wins by a firstyear head coach.
And Saturday, he was poised to
add a back-to-back title to his list
of credits. After the Falcons
stormed ahead 28-9 during the
third quarter, Blackney proudly
walked the sidelines carrying the
ball which would signify his
milestone.
But something happened out
there. Something changed him.
Kent rallied back to give BG
and Blackney a scare, but there
was never any real danger.
Throughout the entire game, the
Falcons seemed to be in control
despite a lethargic first quarter.
There was a feeling that BG
could score at will if they had to.
And in the end, there really
was DO need to worry. They had
won the MAC championship and
put themselves among the elite in
league history.
But there was still the nagging
story of a Kent uprising. Yes,
they had won a championship,
but the final victory wasn't as
easy as Blackney thought. Kent
had somehow put a small chink In
the Falcon armor, and Blackney
didn't want to acknowledge it.
Blackney became belligerent
with the media, a confusing display of arrogance that I hadn't
seen from the man who'd been
placed so high. Suddenly, he
wasn't an icon, no longer bigger
than life. His words, no matter
how justified he believed them to
be, were Inappropriate Petty
namecalling is not the mark of a
true champion.
Somehow, for me, Blackney
has fallen off his pedestal. I no
longer think of him in such the
high honor that has kept him unblemished in the media's eyes.
Gary Blackney may be the MidAmerican Conference's savior,
but he's just another coach to me.

Bowling Green's strong defensive effort kept Kent in check
while the Falcon offense stumbled early. Palko led the team
with 15 tackles while outside
linebacker Kevin O'Brien had 11
and Carlos Brooks had 10 tackles
and three interceptions. As it has
all season, the defense came
together when Kent pulled into
the red zone.
"We love to play in that situation," Rottinghaus said. "We take
pride in that. It really demoralizes a team when they get
Glen lubbert is the sports edistopped like that."
tor for The News and would like
The win is Bowling Green's to congratulate the Falcons on
ISth straight in MAC action.
another outstanding season.

TktBGNtw^riniN.!

BG quarterback Erik White avoids the pass rush from Kent's Matt Jenne. White passed for 312 yards
on the day.

Cleveland outlasts Oilers
by Michael A. Lutz
AP sports writer

Tomczak completed a 15-yard pass to Lawyer
Tillman on the first play of the game and Eric Metcalfs 13-yard run to the Oiler 30 set up Matt
Stover's field goal with 6:42 elapsed in the game.
The Browns went ahead 10-0 with 35 seconds
gone in the second quarter on Tomczak's 46-yard
pass to Leroy Hoard, who caught the ball, sent
safety Jerry Gray reeling and ran into the end zone
ahead of linebacker Al Smith.

HOUSTON - Warren Moon, knocked dizzy last
week, was still in a fog, and so were the Houston
Oilers.
Moon had his worst game since 1989, and Cleveland Browns took advantage for a 24-14 victory
Sunday. The Browns broke it open late In the third
quarter on Stevon Moore's 73-yard fumble return
for a touhdown.
Tomczak got his second TD pass with 3:52 left in
Browns quarterback Mike Tomczak played mis- the game on an 18-yard pass to Mark Bavaro and
take-free, completing 17 of 26 passes for 219 yards the Oilers got their final score with 6 seconds left
and two touchdowns.
on Carlson's 18-yard pass to Givins.
Moon, meanwhile, completed 12 of 25 passes for
only 69 yards. Cody Carlson replaced Moon with 32
Houston trailed 10-0 when it mounted its first
seconds left in the third quarter and led the Oilers serious drive, moving to a fourth-and-2 at the
to their touchdown, a 12-yard pass to former Cleveland 25 in the third quarter. Moon completed
Cleveland receiver Webster Slaughter with 3:16 a three-yard pass to Ernest Givins, but Givins was
knocked loose from the ball by Evcrson Walls and
elapsed in the fourth quarter.
The Oilers (5-4) were directed by sluggish Moon, Moore scooped it up and ran for the touchdown,
who sustained a concussion in last week's loss to with only a diving tackle try by Moon briefly interthe Pittsburgh Steelers. Moon completed five of 12 rupting his run with 39 seconds left.
passes for 15 yards as the Oilers had 55 total yards
at the half and two first downs.
The Browns recovered from last week's loss to
The Browns (5-4) caught Houston's defense Cincinnati that snapped a three-game winning
sleeping, too.
streak.

After a brisk morning jog, enjoy reading the BG NEWS
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Spuds may leave Reds Michigan crushes
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati
Reds general manager Jim Bowden will not say whether former
All-Star third baseman Chris
Sabo is on the team's list of IS
protected players for baseball's
expansion draft Nov. 17.
But Bowden makes it clear that
he considers Sabo potentially
very valuable to the Reds.
"When Chris Sabo is healthy,
he is one of the best third basemen in baseball," Bowden said.
"He's a 25-home run, 80-RBI guy
who gives you 100 percent. Those
are tough players to just come up
with."
The Reds sent their 15-man
protected list to Major League
Baseball on Friday, The Cincinnati Enquirer reported Sunday.
All teams must have their lists
in by Tuesday. Those lists will
not be made public. The expansion draft for the National
League's two newest teams, the
Florida Marlins and Colorado
Rockies, is Nov. 17.
The new teams will select from
among the non-protected players
of American and National League

teams. The three-round draft is
to give each of the expansion
teams 36 players. After each
round, existing teams can protect
more of their unprotected
players.
There has been speculation
that the Reds would leave Sabo
unprotected because of his $3
million salary and the bad ankle
that hampered him most of 1992
after he was injured in the early
season. He will also be a free
agent after the 1993 season.
It has also been speculated that
the Reds may leave starting
pitcher Tom Browning unprotected. He carries a $3 million salary and wrecked a knee in a home
plate collision that sidelined him
at mid-season. Browning underwent reconstructive surgery on
the knee.
Bowden has gotten off to a
running start after being promoted last month to general
manager from director of player
development, succeeding Bob
Quinn. Bowden helped select
Tony Perez as manager to replace the departed Lou Piniella.
Then, Bowden worked two
deals with the New York Yan-

50% off
computer rental

kees. He traded outfielder Paul
O'Neill and minor-league first
baseman Joe DeBerry for outfielder Roberto Kelly. Last week,
the Reds bought left-hander
Greg Cadaret from New York to
bolster the bullpen.
The Reds reportedly have been
shopping lefty reliever Norm
Charlton. That would leave righthander Rob Dibble as the team's
lone closer.
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EVANSTON, III. - Elvis Grbac
threw three touchdown passes to
Derrick Alexander and quickstriking No. 4 Michigan clinched
at least a share of the Big Ten title with a 40-7 victory over
Northwestern on Saturday.
Grbac, playing a little more
than a half, completed 7 of 14
passes for 205 yards and completed touchdown passes of 32,57
and 2 yards to Alexander.
Tyrone Wheatley rushed 23
times for 143 yards and a touchdown.
Michigan (8-0-1, 6*) extended
its record Big Ten winning
streak to 19 games. The Wolverines need only a victory over Illinois next week to clinch the undisputed Big Ten title and the
Rose Bowl bid.

a

Northwestern's Dennis Lundy
fumbled on the third play from
scrimmage and Corwin Brown
recovered. Three plays later,
Grbac threw a 32-yard touchdown pass to Alexander.
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On Michigan's next possession,
Grbac completed a 65-yard pass
to Amani Toomer to set up a
14-yard touchdown run by
Wheatley.
Northwestern (2-7, 2-4) cut the
lead to 14-7 when Lenny Williams
hit Lee Gissendaner with a
42-yard touchdown.
But one play later, Grbac hit
Alexander with a 57-yard touchdown pass for a 21-7 lead.
An errant Northwestern snap
out of the end zone on a punt attempt gave the Wolverines a
safety, and Grbac threw a 2-yard
touchdown pass to Alexander
after setting it up with a 35-yard
completion to Walter Smith
shortly before the half.
Grbac threw two interceptions,
but the Wildcats were unable to
capitalize against a Michigan defense that sacked Williams eight
times.
The scoring pace slowed in the
second half.
Northwestern passed on a fake
punt midway through the third
quarter, but Shane Graham
dropped Matt Dzierwa's perfect
throw.
Michigan took over on the
Northwestern 48, but all the Wolverines could get out of It was a
23-yard field goal by Peter Elezovic
Backup quarterback Todd Collins completed an 11-yard touchdown pass to Mercury Hayes to
cap a 50-yard Michigan drive in
the fourth quarter.

Have you ridden the
haunted carousel at
Cedar Point?

► Laser primers

Open 24 hours

byjoeMoosh.il
AP sports writer

The Reds are interested in a
proven, 100-RBI performer for
the middle of their batting order.
Bowden is leaving the door open
for more trades to improve his
ballclub, but would not describe
his talks with other teams.
"We aren't allowed to talk specific names until after the draft,
but there has already been some
general discussion," he said.
Those reportedly left off the
Reds' list of protected players
include left-hander Chris Hammond, a starter who was erratic
in 1992, and Bobby Ayala and Mo
Michigan's last Big Ten loss
Sanford, who have pitched mostly in Cincinnati's farm system was to Iowa, 24-23, in 1990. The
but have had brief stays with the Wolverines also extended their
conference road winning streak
Reds.
to 17 games.
As usual, the Wolverines
*****
struck quickly with long-scoring
plays to take control of the game.

You have the righl ideas... bul you don't have Ihe Mac
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Unidentified female
Buckeyes blank
says Magic infected her rowdy Gophers
by Rusty Miller

by Judy Daubenmler
AP sports writer

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - A federal judge has refused to identify a woman who claims Magic Johnson infected her with the AIDS virus, saying the
woman's right to privacy is more important than
the public's right to know her name.
Johnson declined to answer questions about the
lawsuit Friday at the Los Angeles Lakers' season
opener against the Clippers in Los Angeles. But he
added, "You know people are going to come out
when there's money involved."
The woman sued Oct. 30 in federal court, claiming Johnson gave her the human immunodeficiency virus when they had sex in June 1990.
U.S. District Judge Richard Enslen said Friday
the privacy rights of the woman and her 4-year-old
daughter outweighed the public's right to know
who she is.
"Undoubtedly, revealing plaintiff's identity
would cause them much humiliation and embarrassment, particularly the 4-year-old child," Enslen said.
The woman's attorney, Theodore Swift, argued
the woman needed to be protected from "the surging and frantic press" who would pursue details of
her private life if her name were revealed.
Swift had initially asked that Johnson's name be
kept secret too, but Enslen said that was unnecessary since his attorney admitted Johnson is the defendant.
The Lansing woman did not appear in court Friday, but in a written statement read to the judge,
she begged for secrecy.
"Living with HIV is enough. I have been victimized once. Please do not allow me to be victimized
again," she wrote.
Attorneys for The Detroit News, the Detroit
Free Press, the Grand Rapids Press and the Kala-

mazoo Gazette all said the name of the woman
should be made public.
Leonard Niehoff, representing the News, said
keeping the woman's name secret would be a sham
because the press is soon likely to learn her name
on its own now that Johnson has been identified.
Enslen didn't bar the media from reporting her
name if they learn it. Niehoff said an appeal was
unlikely.
Johnson said Thursday through his lawyers that
he had sex with the woman. But he said he doesn't
know whether he got the virus from her, she got it
from him, or neither.
The woman's daughter and her ex-husband, the
girl's father, have tested negative for the AIDS
virus.
Johnson's lawyer, Howard L. Weitzman, said
Thursday the woman's lawyers were seeking "a
great deal of money." No attorney representing
Johnson attended Friday's hearing.
Johnson, a Lansing native, retired last year from
the Los Angeles Lakers after testing positive for
HIV. He played on the U.S. Olympic team that won
the cold medal in basketball in Barcelona last
summer.
In September, Johnson said he would rejoin the
Lakers. But he retired a second time Monday, citing other players' fears they might contract the
AIDS virus from him if he were injured during
PlayAfter his first retirement, Johnson joined the
President's Commission on AIDS, but quit in September, saying the Bush administration did not
support the panel's work.
He said Friday he had spoken to President-elect
Clinton about a month ago regarding a return to
the commission.
"He asked me if he was elected, would I come
back," Johnson said. "I told him as long as he met
certain criteria I have, we on the commission have,
I would."

AP sports writer

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Robert
Smith rushed for 119 yards
and both touchdowns as No.22
Ohio State beat Minnesota
17-0 in a fight-plagued Big
Ten Conference game Saturday.
A fight broke out with 3:45
remaining, resulting in five
flags being thrown but no
penalty yards assessed.
Players had exchanged
shoves or punches on at least
two other occasions earlier in
the game.
The fights provided most of
the excitement on the day as
the teams took turns squandering scoring opportunities.
Minnesota (1-7 overall and
1-5 in the Big Ten) drove into
Ohio State territory on six of
its first seven possessions but
didn't score. The Buckeyes
(7-2, 4-2), who won their
fourth in a row, crossed midfield the first eight times they
had the ball, but Tim Williams
missed field goals of 50 and
21 yards.
The shutout was the first
for Ohio State in 36 games,
since a 28-0 victory over Iowa
in 1989.
Smith topped the 100-yard
rushing mark for the second
game in a row. He had 129

yards in a 38-15 victory over
Iowa last week.
He scored on runs of 14
yards in the first quarter and
15 yards with 1:56 remaining
in the game. Williams kicked
a 22-yard field goal in the
second quarter.
The victory assured Ohio
State of at least remaining in
a tie for second-place in the
Big Ten. The conference runnerup, if it wins eight games,
will play in the Florida Citrus
Bowl Jan. 1 against the
Southeastern Conference
runnerup.
Ohio State would have to
win one of its final two games
to meet the eight-victory requirement. The Buckeyes
play at Indiana next week,
then host Michigan in the traditional season-ending game
Nov. 21.
Ohio State piled up 464
yards of total offense, with
fullback Jeff Cothran adding
93 yards on 16 carries and
quarterback Kirk Herbstreit
completing 15 of 23 passes for
217 yards with one interception.
Minnesota came into the
game leading the Big Ten in
passing offense, averaging
233 yards a game.
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Bowl - n - Greenery
All You Can Eat
TUESDAY

n Eat lt
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Daily Features
MONDAY

NEW!!

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY

vC»

*lian

Monday Night
5:00 - 8:00 pm

1099 S. Main Street

Featuring:
6 Varieties of Pizza
Cavatini Supreme
Salad Bar
Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

Also Available: Soup, Salad Bar, Baked Potato and Breads
11:30-1:30 $3.99
4:00-7:00 $4.75
Quatum 90 Card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students.
Quatum 90 Card accepted all day for off campus students.
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ALL FORJ3NLY_$4.99!!!_
Lunch Buffet
199

All you
can tat

Coupon not r*qulrM lor r»d»mpDon. Avalaola htonday-Frlday from 11 30 a m ro 1.00 p m al
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BG icers split weekend games
by Randy Seller
sports writer
The hockey team achieved victory No. 300 in CCHA competition, dousing the University of Illinois at Chicago Flames 3-1 on
Friday night, but could not
achieve No. 301 against the
Western Michigan Broncos Saturday night, losing 5-3.
The Falcons
were the first
team in the
conference to
reach the
300-victory
mark, accomplishing the
feat after 22
years of membership in the York
league.
Once again, the Falcons' current trend of giving up the opening goal and coming from behind
to win has held true in CCHA action this season. The team is 2-0
when the opponent scores first.
On the other hand, the team is
now 0-4 when they strike first.

leaving the Falcons with a 2-4
CCHA record and a 3-4 overall
record.
Center Tom Glantz stole the
puck from Western defenseman
Scott Chartier on BG's blue line
and went all the way untouched
to beat goaltender Brian Renfrew high and to the glove side
for the first goal. Glantz's goal
was unassisted at the 4:56 mark,
giving him his fourth goal of the
season and the start of his second
game tally.
"The coaches gave me the opportunity to go out and play,
bringing back confidence and
poise," Glantz said. "I was a
scorer in the juniors and now I'm
getting my scoring touch back."
Right wing Sean Pronger
struck later in the first period to
give the Falcons a 2-0 lead as he
beat Renfrew low to the far post.
Center Brett Harkins and defenseman Glen Mears tallied assists on the goal at 14:38.
The start of the second period
saw the collapse of BG as the
Bronco offense stampeded the
Falcons with four goals in a five

minute and 41 second time span.
After defenseman Jeff Wells
was sent off for holding at 1:06,
the Broncos capitalized with a
strike by left wing Byron Witkowski, his first of the the night's
two power play goals. Credit for
the assist went to right wing Jason Jennings. The score posted at
2:20.
Right wing Joe Bonnett found
an open net as Aaron Ellis was
way out of position and put away
the pass from left winger Ryan
D'Arcyat2:54.
Center Jamal Mayers' goal
took the lead for good as he put
away a loose puck in front of the
net. The goal came at 7:19 and
was assisted by defenseman
Derek Schooley and Jennings.
Bonnet struck again at 8:01
after firing a blast from the slot
into the upper corner over Ellis'
glove. Center Jeremy Brown and
D'Arcy received the assists.
Pronger lit the lamp to bring
the Falcons within one in a shorthanded two-on-one with Harkins.
Pronger's goal came at 12:49 with
assists going to Harkins and

Mears, giving Pronger six goals
after he netted four during the
weekend's outings.
Western upped the lead to two
on Witkowski's second power
play goal scoring on the rebound
of right wing Brian Gallentine's
intial shot from the point.
Illinois-Chicago and BG played
to a scoreless tie in the first
period, but the Falcons, playing
with Will Clarke at the net, outshot the Flames 27 to 17 in shots
on goal to grab the victory.
Illinois-Chicago opened the
scoring with a power play goal
from center Todd Finner at 6:46
of the second period. Finner beat
Will Clarke from in the slot after
Mark Zdan passed it to Rob Hutson, who zipped it to Finner.
Glantz scored while both teams
were playing four-on-four
hockey as he tucked the rebound
of Well's intial blue line slapshot
through Jon Hillebrandt's pads.
Glantz's goal came at 14:45 with
assists going to Wells and Jason
Clark.

Scoreboard
23. Tennessee
24. Hawaii
25. North Carolina
OTHERS RECIVING VOTES: Mississippi
39. Texas 23. Brigham Young 20. Ctcmson
16. Wake Forest 12. Bowling Green 10. Oregon 8. Georgia Tech 5. Air Force 4, Baylor
3. Oklahoma 3.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Associated Press TOP 25
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Miami (61)
AUbama(l)
Michigan
TeiasA&M
Honda Si
Waihington
Nebraska

MAC SUMMARIES

8. Noire Dame
9.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
15.
16
17.
18.
19.
2a
21.
22

Arizona
Syracuse
Florida
Georgia
Colorado
North Carolina Slate
Stanford
Misiiiiippi Stale
Ballon College
Southern Cal
Ohio State
Kansas
Washington Stale
Penn State

Kent
Bowling Green

6
7

« 13—22
21 0—28

Kent—Buus, 26 Held goal
BG—While 29 run (Leaver luck)
Kent—Dusho. 10 pass from Shuman
(kick failed)
BG—Redd. 17 pass from White (Leaver kick)
BG—Redd. 37 pats from White
(Ixavcr kick)
BG -llankins. 27 pass from While
(Leaver kick)
Kent- Cook. 26 pass from Shuman

(pass failed)
Kcnl- Robinson, 13 pass from Shuman (Butts kick)
A-- 5.916

TEAM STATISTICS
Kent
I".-I
First Downs
22
22
Rushesyards
32-92
41-140
Passing yards
371
312
Relum yards
21
43
Passes
28-53-4
24-451
Punts
5-208
7221
Fumblct-lost
3-1
2-2
Penalties-yards
441
5-33
Possession Time
28*9
31:51
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Kent. Cook 14-59. Shuman 1325, Gardner 1 -8. Robinson 4-0 BG, Johnson
7-48. Jackson 16-43. While 8-29. Smith 1020.
PASSING—Kail, Shuman 28-53-371-4.
BG. White 24-45-312-1.
RECEIVING—Kent. Cook 8-160. Woody
11-118. Koproski 4-46. Dusho 2-30. Robin-

ion 214 BG. Redd 698. Szlachcic 8-90.
McElroy 4-63. llankins 4-51, Smilh 1-8,
lackson 1-2.

MAC STANDINGS
1. Bowling Green (7-0. 8-2)
2. Akron (5-3.6-3)
3. Western Michigan (5-3.6-3)
4. Ball State (5-3.5-5)
5. Toledo (4-3.6-3)
6. Miami (4-3,54)
7. Central Michigan (4-4. 5 5)
8. Kent (2«, 2-8)
9. Eastern Michigan (1-6. 1-9)
10. Ohio (1-7.1-9)
Saturday's Results
Toledo 10. Ball Slate 9

Bowling Green 28, Kent 22
Miami 20. Wctlem Michigan 7
Central Michigan 30. Eastern Michigan 13
Akron 29. Temple 15
Youngstown Stale 28. Ohio 20

Arizona
shocks
Huskies
The Associated Press
TUCSON, Ariz. - Earlier
this season, Arizona's Steve
McLaughlin just missed a
last-second, 51-yard field
goal that would have beaten
top-ranked Miami. On Saturday, he got another
chance against a No. 1 team
and this time didn't miss.
McLaughlin kicked three
field goals and Arizona's
"Desert Swarm" defense
shut down Washington as
the No. 12 Wildcats stunned
the Huskies 16-3.
The loss snapped Washington's 22-game winning
streak and almost certainly
ended the Huskies' bid for a
national championship. No.
2 Miami, which didn't play
Saturday, should regain the
No. 1 ranking and become
the frontrunner for its second straight national title.
Miami beat Arizona 8-7 at
the Orange Bowl on Sept.
26.
Washington, which was
averaging 29 points per
game, never reached the
end zone against Arizona's
dominating defense, the nation's stingiest against the
run. The Huskies' only
points came on a 24-yard
field goal by Travis Hanson
in the third quarter.

/J HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY VS. KENT - FACEOFF 7PM! ffi
[V.V,\V,Y,\VS
Cyda Ulcrks
14* S. Moln
35M57I

SALE
50% OFF Jackets
15% OFF Roller Blades
92 model Bike

w

Did you know
"Ring Around the Rosy"
originated during
the Black Plague?
Produced once each semester by
students for students, each
Miscellany has a theme.
Check out the Folklore issue on
November 9th. It's FREE!

Classified
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

INTE RNATIONAL FESTIVAL M
WILBEHEL0 0NNOV 14AT7PM
FOR NFO OR TICKETS CALL
372 2249 OR STOP BY THE
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE (I ITH FLOOR
OFFENHAUER WEST) BETWEEN
9AM 5PM
•TOXIC TUESDAYRally against Bmish Petroleum (BP). Ohio's
Biggest Polluter Organized by BGSU Student
Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC)
Tues .Nov. 10.3 pm. Union Oval
Everyone Wolcomel

Asio
Meeting Tues . Nov lOMcFal Assembly Rm.
Guest Speaker win be Bruce Stillman ol Majestic Paint Don't lorgel membership forms are
duel
BGCTM
On lues . Nov 10.9 00pm, 133 LSC. BGCTM
is proud to have Deborah Ostas and Giles
Wdeman from Scon H.S in Toledo. They wJ
be discussing the SHAPE project Tins Is information you won't want to miss1
Golden Key New Members
Induction I
Sun.. Nov. IS-3 00pm
I en hart Grand Ballroom
LAW SOCIETY
Meeting TIsM, Nov. lOlh BA 1148pm
Guest speaker-Or. Nicholson
Reminder-bring dues!
393-2334
To An of the WBGU FM's Stan
There will be a stall meeting
Tuesday, November 10.1992al900p.m
m South Hall Be there!

LOST & FOUND
lost- Black nmmed glasses In a gray carrying
case Reward Call 353-9607

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services.
Call 354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center.
Would you like to make up lo $500 a week In
your own home? Send 11.00 I SASE to R.
MoUlson, P.O. Boi 201. Bowling Green. OH
43402

PERSONALS
"Spnng Break!" Bahamas Cruise («10
Meals) (279i Panama City With Kitchen $1191
Cancun $429! Jamaica $4791 Daytona (Kitchens) $1491 KeyWesl $2491 Prices Increase
12/11/S2'
11300-676-6366
Do you or someone you know need an apartmenl (or Spring Semester? Rent $150/monrh.
own bedroom, close to campus, quiet living,
(tee cable. Call Steph 352 7281

Alvarez Acoustic guitar. EC, $240. Brother
Correcion Typewnler, EC. $124 Two leather
jackets, hardly worn, 1 blk.. 1 dk. bm. make
offer. '8? Yamaha Maxim, disassembled for
painting, extras, make oiler. Call Tom
3547159
ASK ME ABOUT
MY SPIRITUAL BELIEFS
FEAR NO PEOPLE

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE. Men's Singles
Racquetball - Nov. 10, Men's Wrestling - Nov.
11; Men's & Women's 3 Player Basketball m Nov. 19. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4O0 PM.
ON DUE DATE IN 106 RECCENTER
Neixus Sale' New Indola Line
Campus Headquarters Salon
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8. Fn -Sat. 10-6

NEEDED: ONE MALE OR FEMALE SUB
LEASER FOR SPRING '93 CLOSE TOCAMPUS OWN BEDROOM CHEAP' CALL
35?9?4?
Non-smoking female sub-easer needed lor
Spnng Fum apt across from campus. Call
Amy at 352-8385.

Van driver pi position to provide transportation to and from social service agency Must be
between age ol 21 to 65. have valid drivers license, and excellent driving record Send resume to: PO Box 738. Bowling Green. EOE

Defend yoursett again si attack'
ASSAULT DETERRENT will render your al
lacker helpless upon contact

Check out the Folklore issue ol Miscellany
Magazine on Nov 91

"SPRING BREAK* Campus Sales Reps Individuals or organizations High commission,
free tnp, easy work Call College Travel
1-600-998-TRIP"

Female Subleaser needed for Spnng '03.
Close to campus. Free cable' Ji6S/mo. •
gas/ Ploase call M.indi ai 354 3125"

Do miscellaneous tasks Must be able to work
2nd semester also Call 353 0325.

Male roommate
Close to campus $164/mo.
Call 354 7403

Earn Si .000 per week at home stuffing envelopes! For Inkxmation. please send long sell
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterpuses. Box 67068C. Cuyahoga Falls, OH

DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 cr. hr grad or undergrad
Classes in English
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE
Information Meeting French House
Tuesday.Nov 10.830pm
More into Dr Chittle 372-8160/372-2646
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
OMEGA FORUM IS COMING
SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93
JAMAICA. CANCUN » FLORIDA FROM $119
BOOK EARLY a SAVE $$l ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE I SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
Sue-nan
It's your B-Day!
Only 1 more year!
Have a good one.
From your Room melee,
Cuda. Cheryl 4 Pam

SUPPORT GROUP
If you've released your baby tor adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some sup
port, ion us on Mon. nights at 7pm. Call
3544673 tor info.

WANTED
I female roommate needed for Spring semes
ter or sooner. Can 353 1730 for details.
1 or 2 MrF sublease/ s wanted
to share apt. dose lo campus.
Heat ind . $200/mo 353 0922. James
$$ 100 CASH BONUS $$
Dec. Commencement Tickets
Willing to pay'
Call Bill at 352-5147

I-

AMERICAN
* CANCER
? SOCIETY*

808 Sharp Laptop, a backht screen, 3 3 Dos
1350 Call 354-2704
ASSAULT DETERRENT

Sublease' needed until May 22
Summit Terrace - OWN ROOM
Can Carol 352 6830 - Leave message

A A???

Mature female roommate
S*6$/mo piusutii Ownroom.

EARN 11,500 WEEKLY mailing our circulars!...Begin NOW!
FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 235, Boi 4000, Cordova, TN
3M11-4000.

Call 352-2197

FIELDHOUSE EMPLOYEES

HELP WANTED
1200-ISOO WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling
You're paid direct Fully Guaranteed FREE In
formation-24 Hour HoHine 801-379-2900 Co
pynghi«OHl71KDH
$203.50 SeH 50 tunny, college T-shirts and
make $202 SO. No financial obligation. A Risk
Free program Avg. sales time is 4-6 hours.
Choose from 18 designs Smaller/larger quantities avail. Cain-Boo ^33 3?b$
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING (or the summer of
1993>
Need a summer job7 Don't wail til the last
minute!
Our campgroud. Yogi Bear's Jelrystone Camp
Resort, is looking for 2 creative, outgoing persons lo coordinate ft direct activities for a (ami
ly camping resort.
Location: Aurora, Ohio. 5 miles from Sea World
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park.
Experience preferred but not a must.
Male or female
Living facilities provided.
If interested, send resume to
Jelrystone Camp Resort
3392S.R.82
Mantua. OH 44255
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students needed! Earn $600*
per week in canneries or
$4000* per month on fishing boats
No experience necessary I
Get a head start on summer!
For program call:
(206) 54541SS Ext A5544

The Bowling Green FieWhouse will be accepting applications for student employment beginning Thursday. November 5th in the Student Recreation Center Main Office Application deadline w.n be Wednesday. November
nth. however, will be limited to the rlrat 100
applicants.

For more info. Call Bill 353-8803
CHEAP! FBI/U.S SEIZED
89MERCEDES
1200
86 VW
$50
87MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE intormason-24 Hour Hotline
80' 379 2929 Copyr.ghtaOHi 7KJC
Moving soon? Items for sale
Magnavoi 2 head VCfl w/remote. I yr. old.
$100. Twin bed. complete w/headboard. $50
Expandable bed frame, cordless phone and
weight bench wrweights and also twin headboards Leather jump boots. Call Dave,
352 5801
Round tnp airline ticket. Toledo lo Newark.
New Jersey. Nov. 21 to 28. $190 or beat otter
Call 352-9156.

GOOD MONEY
Need someone to do various yardwork (rake
leaves, trim shrubs, pull weeds, etc.). You
make your own hours Call 352 1646

YAMAHA AcousticGuilarw/case.
Less than 1 yr. old. Excellent cond.
$250 OBO Call Jenny. 353-7101.

HOLIDAY HELP
S8 25 TO START
Company expanding Fi • pt positions avail
Flexible schedule Only nice people may apply
Call today 321 5365.

FOR RENT

Need more money?
Want to help others?
As a BeauiContfol Image Consultant you can
do bothl Full ft Part time opportunities. Professional training provided. Can 686-0801.

Linings Available now. Carry
353-0325 -93 94 school year

Rentals

Need sublease's m Oec
2 b/b - Free heal. A/C, HBO
Call 353-1507.

Now Hiring Spring Break Repaid
Greeks. Organizations. Individuals
Earn Cash. Free Trips ft Experience
Call Joe
Endless Summer
1-80O-234-7007

Starting i/8 • sublease until May. Close to
cin-j^s $335 ■> uf'ty 2oedroom 352-2979

Now taking applications for lunch help and
closing hours Apply at either Perrysburg Subways Rt 25 and Rt. 20

Subieaser needed • Spnng semester Studc
apartment, close lo campus. 1175.00 plus unities Call 353-0271.

Sublease 1 bedroom apt available in December Furnished, A/C, cheap undoes Can
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354-3996

Pt. time bartender. 5 30-11 30
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant,
Grand Rapids
SPRING BREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spnng Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE Inps.
Call Campus Marketing 800 423 5264

FrCC Pizza
and

American Dream Kosmetlca, Inc.
An Ohio baaed nationwide cosmetic* company la expanding In all areas. Aloe based
akin care and glamour products Sales
counselor* ft directors needed. No Inventory to atock. 1-i00-USA-87»9. M, M-F. OOGO-GO!

Toledo
^KX
Medical
CWT
Services, InciCCr T>
Rapid
ingestion of alcohol
can result in illness,
coma or
death.
\\

1987YUGO
31K looks and runs great
1950 or best offer
Call Mark al 354-3125
1991 Black 19" TREK Mm Bikew/21 speeds
$350 00 or best - Call Rick anytime. 353-7213
AgrealX-masgitli

One male subleaser wanted lo share apart
ment close to campus Spnng Semester Call
353-2334

DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 cr hr. grad or undergrad
Classes in English
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE
Information meeting. French House
Tuesday, Nov. 10.830 pm
More Info Dr Chittle 372 8160/372 2646

FOR SALE

WANT TO TRAVEL FREE. EARN CASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE?
Students ft Organizations call
College Tours to jom our team ■
We have 25 years experience,
great pnces, hotels ft destinations
Call 1(800) 959 4SUN

One female subleaser tor Spnng semester
Very cheap and dose to campus!
Please call 352-4536. leave message

Check out the Folklore issue of Miscellany
Magazine on Nov 91

Help! Our house Is unbalanced!
We have one wicker chair on
East Wooster where there were two

Need sublease's from Jar to May large 2
bdrm api Nice area (400. heat included For
more info, call 35? 0050

Campus Folklore What two (rungs supposedly
happen if you walk on the right side of the
Campus Seal?
You wHI get e good grade on en upcoming
eiram end you will merry a fellow falcon

Foreign Folklore: Greek folkloro says, on New
Year's Eve a coin is placed in fresh baked
bread and getting the com ta?
Good luck tor the upcoming year.

Get Involved in Intramuralstl Applications are
being accepted for the Intramural Advisory
Board for Spnng 1992 until November 13 in tie
Intramural Oflios. Pick up application In 106
Rec Center.
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Reproductive Health Care
for Women
Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA
1234 N. Main St.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID
Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4pm
Saturday S Sunday: Full Schedule
Passenger 17 - R
UNDER SUM - r.
WMhrSnvM
iie.iuniia
A Mirer Rune through It • PO
wwrtWieii, on
130.4:30. 7.OS.S:30a
UGHIV DUCKS PC
EmboEalevei
I 00, 300,), 500,
SOP 7?
TOO SOP a
£war3aE
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■ i
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Monday Night
Football
9-11 p.m.
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Professor
discusses
job search
byToddKlelsmit
volunteer reporter

The search for a job might end
in days. It could drag on for
years. There are dozens of
reasons some people find employment easily while others
struggle to find the job they
want.
Economics professor John
Engberg, from the Heinz School
of Public Policy and Management
at Carnegie Mellon University,
discussed some recent findings

Today, partly cloudy with
a chance of showers. High
in the lower 50s. Winds
south 10 to 20 mph. Chance
of rain 40 percent. Tonight,
partly cloudy. Low in the
mid-40s. Chance of rain 20
percent. Tuesday, partly
sunny. High 55 to 60.
Chance of rain 20 percent.

"One of the findings of this
research is that it
[unemployment benefits]
does have an impact on how
wiling people seem to be to
take jobs."

Outside Campus
'Fake clinics' funded?:

DAYTON (AP)-A memo
obtained by a newspaper
raises questions about state
health department denials
that a federal funding proposal was created to help
crisis pregnancy centers,
the newspaper reported
Sunday.
The federal government
last week gave the state
permission to use tax money
for the centers, which are
under investigation in Ohio
and have been criticized as
"fake clinics" for allegedly
intimidating women who
come to them wanting abortions.
The American Civil Liberties Union said it will file a
lawsuit against the state
when awards from a
$100,000 federal block grant
are made.

Lottery
Super Lotto
2-12-13-22-24-30
Kicker
3-2-3-4-1-5
Pick 3 Numbers
9-4-9
Pick 4 Numbers
1-2-1-6
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

John Engberg, Carnegie-Mellon economics
professor

The BC Ncwi/Tadd Klclimil

Speaking to a group of economic! professors In the Business Administration Building Friday, John
Engberg discusses research findings concerning the relationship between how long It takes people to
find a job and what wage they wind up making. Engberg Is an economics professor from the H. John
Helm III School of Public Policy and Management at Carnegie Mellon University In Pennsylvania.

concerning this question Friday
at the Business Administration
Building.
Addressing a group of economics professors, Engberg focused
his talk about the relationship between how long it takes unemployed people to find a job and
the facto.s that influence what
wage they wind up earning.
The discussion served as
professional development for the
University professors and gave
Engberg the opportunity to
See busy, page Iwo.

Students invited to orientation
by Sharl L Veleba
campus reporter

The Career Planning and Placement Services office is having an orientation of its facility for non-traditional students.
Coordinator Kimberly Burd said the orientation will introduce the non-traditional students to the office. The programs are today
at 3:30 p.m. and Thursday, Nov. 12, at 5:30
pjn.
Today's meeting will be in 1007 Business
Administration Building. The Thursday
meeting will be in room 112 of the same
building.

The office assists students with job search
preparation, including resume writing,
interviewing and job hunting.
"I want to find what interest there is about
various topics," she said.
Workshops designed around popular topics will then be formed, she said.
Burd said the non-traditional student,
defined as any person age 25 and older, may
have needs that are different from the traditional-aged student.
"Many times, non-traditional students
have not worked for a period of time, or have
not written their resumes for a while," she
said.
For instance, the office can help students

determine what kind of resume would be
more effective for them.
"If a time gap in employment exists, a
functional resume would be better than a
chronological resume," Burd said. "Functional resumes stress skill rather than time
period."
The office would like to develop seminars
on related issues and have career counseling
sessions during evening hours, she said.
While these meetings are geared toward
the non-traditional student, all students are
invited to attend, she said.
The office is located at 360 Student Services Building. For more information, contact Burd at 372-2356.

Campus
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busy
Continued from page one.

receive feedback from the other
professors.
One of the main factors that affects the search for employment
is the availability of unemployment benefits.
"One of the findings of this
'research is that it [unemployment benefits]docs have an im-
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pact on how willing people seem
to be to take Jobs," Engberg said.
"If you extend benefits a little
bit longer, or give people a little
bit higher weekly checks, the
research shows ... that's going to
mean we'll have a little bit more
unemployment because people
will be a little more selective
about what jobs to take," he added.

Engberg outlined a highly
technical method of showing this
relationship, taking Into account
the several outside factors that
contributed to the study.
Engberg said the findings of
his research were based on a
study of six different states and
is Independent of the changing
political winds blowing in Washington.

Staff council spurns
task force proposal
by Julie Tagliaferro
administration reporter

The Administrative Staff
Council approved a resolution
Thursday to show its opposition
to some of the recommendations
in the Managing For The Future
Task Force report issued by the
Ohio Board of Regents.
The resolution was unanimously approved and was read
by assistant chairman Greg Jordan at the OBR open forum at the
University of Toledo later that
day. Jordan then presented a
copy of the resolution to OBR
Chancellor Elaine Hairston.

nati universities because the
council believed it would eliminate programs and would no
longer attract faculty and graduate students to the University
and other schools.
"Each Institution of higher education in Ohio has developed
strong Individual graduate programs resulting in teaching and
research of the highest caliber,"
Jordan stated. 'To negate this
growth and pride would most
definitely weaken the structure
of graduate education in Ohio."
In other business, the council
unanimously approved a proposal that states the leave-withoutpay policy for administrative
staff members.

The council opposes the recommendation in the report to
The document states that both
create a centralized system of
higher education for the state- full-time and part-time adminisfunded universities and colleges. trative staff members can
request unpaid leaves of abThe resolution stated that a sence. One must apply for the
centralized system would detract leave one month before the abfrom the accomplishments of the sence begins.
The employee's base salary
universities and the boards of
trustees at the local level. In- will not be affected by either the
stead, the council praised the short-term or long-term leave
strength of the decentralized policy, and vacation and sick
leave days will be added dependsystem of higher education.
ing only on the number of days
"Decentralized authority has actually worked.
been a strength at BGSU, resultAccording to Norma Stickler,
ing in a system in which administrative staff operate and provide chairwoman of the council's persupport and a system in which all sonnel welfare committee, the Instaff believe themselves part of tent of the statement was to comthe process," Jordan read from bine separate long-term and
the statement. "Centralizing au- short-term leave policies into one
thority with the Ohio Board of document.
"When we had the summer
Regents would greatly lessen
this concept of teamwork to the budget crisis, there was an atdetriment of higher education in tempt to encourage people to
take leave without pay," Stickler
Ohio."
In addition, the council op- said. "We combined this [tempoposed the recommendation to rary leave policy] with the sechave two designated research fa- tion on leaves in the [administracilities at Ohio State and Cincin- tive staff] handbook."

Huntington's
University
Account
Rates An A+

Hunhngton
Banks
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Fisher's wife testifies
at sentencing hearing
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The wife of Attorney General Lee Fisher has
testified on behalf of a convicted
drug dealer during a sentencing
hearing in Cuyahoga County
Common Pleas Court.
Peggy Zone Fisher testified for
Samir Kutkut, 33, of Cleveland,
in Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Court on Friday.

"I simply wanted the judge to
know before she sentenced
him that rve known them to
be loving parents and
hard-working citizens."
Peggy Zone Fisher
Kutkut was convicted last
month of aggravated trafficking
in cocaine, possession of criminal
tools and permitting drug abuse
in a jury trial.
The BG Ncwi/I.lnda Ltnc
Fisher said she testified as a
friend and employer of his wife,
Addressing a crowd of more than 250 students, rap artist Sister Souljah speaks out against white sunot as "Lee Fisher's wife." She
pi r macy at the Black Student Unity Conference In the Union Grand Ballroom Saturday night. Souljah
said she was not aware of the
said University students should "stop talking (about white supremacy] and do something about It."
facts in the case, but knew that it
involved drugs.
"I simply wanted the judge to
know before she sentenced him
that I've known them to be loving
parents and hard-working citizens," Fisher said.
byJnhnChalfant
Kutkut was convicted of sellConrad, whose service with administrative salaries and emThe Associated Press
Voinovich dates from the Cleve- ployee early retirement buyouts.
land mayor's office in 1979, was
He was the first of Voinovich's
COLUMBUS - The acting state appointed last week as interim original 26-member Cabinet to
director
of
the
Ohio
Department
welfare director appointed by
leave, said governor's spokesGov. George Voinovich is begin- of Human Services.
woman Jenny Camper. Voinovich
ning his Job with an open mind
Conrad will head the agency took of f ice in January 1991.
and no reluctance about recom- while a committee conducts a naState Inspector General David
mending reorganization of the $7 tionwide search for a successor Sturtz, whose investigation into
to
Terry
Wallace.
bill inn -;i year agency.
agency operations preceded Wal"I'm going in with no preconWallace resigned after a bar- lace's resignation, said the size of
ceived notions," said James Con- rage of investigations and re- the operation requires a manports about favoritism in hiring, agement overhaul.
rad.

Leader open to changing agency

ing five ounces of cocaine March
26 to a police informer.
Judge Janet Bumside sentenced him Friday to seven to 25
years in prison. He faced a mandatory sentence of five years because of the amount of cocaine he
sold and a mandatory two years
because the sale was made within
1,000 feet of a school.
Kutkut also was sentenced Friday to a year in prison on a
charge of carrying a concealed
weapon from a separate, earlier
arrest in Lakewood.
Police described Kutkut as a
wholesale dealer of cocaine on
Cleveland's West Side and in the
western suburbs.
Fisher testified Friday that she
knew Kutkut since about 1980
and that his wife, Rosita, is her
administrative assistant at the
company she owns, Zone Travel
Inc., in Cleveland. She said she
knew Rosita Kutkut since Mrs.
Kutkut was a child.
"He worked hard in this country," Fisher said of Kutkut.
"Worked hard to develop a business. And every doing that I have
had with him has always been
honest and upfront."
She concluded her testimony
by saying, "So if there's anything
that you can do to perhaps help
them in any way that they might
... that he might be able to get out
and he could frankly spend time
with his family and child, that
would be great."

DON'T PROCRASTINATE ANY LONGER!
South of the Border
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AND GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY!

Harshman Dining Complex
Monday - Friday
4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Stop by the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.
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More students seen to face stress
hours and hectic schedules in a
race to get a diploma.
Workaholism wears many
faces in the college population: It
shows up in an overachelving
perfectionist "superstudent," a
cash-strapped scholar Juggling a
Job and schoolwork or a college
athlete who squeezes study between hours of practice, say psychologists who counsel stressedby Karen Neustadt
out college students.
College Press Service
"There is a sense, nationwide,
that mental health staffs are seeWhether it's slaving over books ing more distressed college stuor at a part-time Job, college stu- dents, "said Phillip Meilman. didents risk burnout with late rector of counseling at the Col-

The pressure to succeed
academically, grim job
prospects and rising
costs of living are
forcing more college
students to seek
counseling for stress.

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
BACKPACKING TRIP111
17 mile hike!
Nov. 20-22
Great way to meet new people and
experience the great outdoors!
Ploce: Pickney Recreational Area, Michigan.
r*-' i
Price: $25 covers transportation, site fees,
and equipment. (No Food)
Siqn-ups: Start Monday Nov. 9 in (ffiSDoffice.
Come and see the beautiful scenery,
lakes, and wildlife!
For into: visit 8K®office, or call 2-2343/2-7164.

"There is a sense, nationwide, that mental health stalls are
seeing more distressed college students."
Phillip Meilman, director of counseling at the College of William and Mary
lege of William and Mary in Virginia and author of "Beating the
College Blues."
"There is no hard data,
however, but there is a subjective impression that there is a
higher level of dysfunction, that
there are more serious problems," Meilman said, noting that
substance abuse is often an attempt to regulate stress.
The average college student
experience today is no longer the
easy, unrushed transition into
adulthood that it used to be.
"The stakes have been raised
to the point that everyone has to
do more to arrive at the same

place, and that becomes stressful
and unhealthy," Meilman said.
Mental health experts agree
that economic problems are
taking their toll on students, and
many are seeking help at university counseling centers to cope
with the complexities of their
Uves.
"The increasing cost of college, the problematic economy,
coupled with students placing
unrealistic demands on themselves, are having an impact on
students and how much they can
engage in the learning process,"
said Alan Berkowitz, director of
the counseling center at Hobart

University Bookstore
.
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and William Smith Colleges in
New York.
Students are working more
hours at part-time and full-time
Jobs and are getting paid less for
their efforts. Educators complain
that bleary-eyed students, struggling to pay rent and tuition,
often put academics on the back
burner.
However, colleges and universities are becoming more enlightened about stress.
New York University has more
than SO programs in residence
halls to assist students In coping
with stress. One group, known as
"Peers Ears," offers walk-in offices staffed with trained students who offer support and encouragement to harassed students.
At Swarthmore College In
Pennsylvania, a campus-wide
"howl" can be heard for miles the
night before exams as students
are encouraged to let off steam
with a horrifying school-wide
primal scream. The occasion has
been dubbed "Students Collectively Realizing Exams Are
Monday," but is better known as
SCREAM.
Student stress seems to get
worse as years go by, according
to an article in The New York
Times that recently reported
that the mental health center at
the University of Washington in
Seattle sees more graduate and
professional students than undergraduates, and more seniors
than juniors.
Even at institutions where
money and worries take a backseat to academic concerns, the
Issue of workaholism has taken
on new dimensions in the past
five years.
At Harvard University, for example, academic and sports
competition has become so fierce
that students are being offered a
new relaxation program to help
them let go of health-draining
stress.
"We are organizing a program
with Herbert Benson, the author
of "Relaxation Response," to
help our people learn his techniques," said Randolph Catlin,
director of mental health services at Harvard University.
"We tend to have high
acheivers here," Catlin said.
"There is an old adage that
everyone here Is used to being in
the top 10 percent of their high
school class, and It's hard to realize that only 10 percent get into
our 10 percent."
Athletes also face conflicting
pressures to succeed academically and win in sports competition.

Monday, November 9, 1992
"We look forward lo working
with coaches eventually," Catlin
added. "There is a lot of stress
among the swimmers, divers and
track stars."
Mental health workers say that
habitual, addictive work patterns
among college students have
childhood roots, and even children as young as four, five or six
are feeling pressured to compete
with their peers in today's world.
"There is a lot of rewarding of
that kind of behavior in our society," said Mort Ormond, author
of "The 14-Day Stress Cure, "
who says that students of all ages
are suffering an "epidemic of
stress."
Some reports have shown that
student stress, particularly
around exam times, is associated
with a decline in the body's immune system defenses, leaving it
vunerable to illnesses ranging
from the common cold to recurring herpes attacks.
Studies indicate that not only
do students suffer anxiety over
test results, but they have an increase in irritability around examination time that is accompanied by a decline In positive experiences and socializing.
At the University of California
at Berkley, a coffee shop manager reported that business increases by 30 percent the week
before exams when 550 pounds
of coffee are consumed by
stressed out students in comparison to the usual 400 pounds.
Mental health experts say they
can often chart the stress level at
their institutions by the academic schedule and the time of
year.
"We can see the stress level by
the caseload at the counseling
center," Meilman said.
"It is usually low at the beginning of the academic year, It
crescendos at midterms and
from midterms to finals it is running at its peak. After finals, the
caseload drops to zero," he said.
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How to defeat too
much daily stress
Stress Reduction Techniques
SELF-DIRECTED TECHNIQUES
• Prioritize activities.
• Exercise: jogging, aerobics.
• Recreation: hobbies, sports, travel.
• Activities: painting, sculpting.
• Social support systems: group
activity, involvement in service or social
organization, religious activities.
BEHAVIORAL APPROACHES
• Examine life goals.
• Identify stressors.
• Recognize harmful traits.
RELAXATION TRAINING
• Meditation.
• Guided imagery.
• Muscle relaxation exercises.
• Hypnosis.
BIOFEEDBACK
• Muscle tension control.
• Temperature control.
• Galvanic skin response.
PHARMAC0LOGIC
• Sedatives.
• Tranquilizers.
• Antidepressants.
• Beta Mockers.
Source: Dr. Paul Rosch, American
Institute of Stress
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Carl Wolf Studios, Inc. is back, for
one last session of pre-scheduled senior portraits.
If you haven't had your portrait taken, you have
been pre-assigned a portrait session during the
next few weeks. To keep your appointment,
simply be at the KEY office on your day, 28 West
Hall, 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., closed 1 -2 for lunch. It's that
simple. Call 372-8086 if you need more
information.
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Jesse Jackson voices views Economic change
Clinton's burden
crucial to President-elect Clin= ton's victory, said Saturday that
minority voters must maintain
WASHINGTON - Jesse Jack- vigilance to hold Clinton to his
son, declaring that blacks were campaign promises.
The Associated Press

"During the campaign the issue was Clinton and Bush, not
Clinton andJackson."
Jesse Jackson
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Jackson, who traveled to more
than 30 states to register new
voters and campaign for the
Democratic ticket, brushed aside
the disagreements he has had
with Clinton and his policies in
the past.
"Much of that has been exaggerated," Jackson said at a news
conference that marked the end
of a meeting of his Rainbow Coalition. The meeting was called to
analyze the election and set tactics for dealing with Clinton's
first 100 days in the White House.

Advice is not to try too much too soon
DyTomRium
The Associated Press

He and his advisers have hinted that he will consult with
Democratic leaders on the shape
of the program even before the
end of the year, so he can get
right to work after his inauguration Jan. 20.
Clinton's first task may be to
find ways to give the economy a
quick boost: perhaps selected tax
breaks for businesses and some
specific new spending. But he
must do a careful balancing act
to provide stimulus without
widening the deficit.
As Clinton goes through the
transition from being a candidate
to governing a nation, he might
be mindful of an observation
made the day after the election
by New York Democratic Sen.
Daniel Patrick Movnihan: "My
God, it's our deficit now."
For all his criticism of Bush's
slowness to react to the recession, Clinton's "putting people
first" plan does not Include any
programs to stimulate the economy In the short term.

WASHINGTON - The slack
economy, Bill Clinton's ticket to
the White House, is now his burden.
He ran on "a strategy for
change," published a book of his
"During the campaign the is- plans and created a paper trail of
sue was Clinton and Bush, not proposals - from a middleClinton and Jackson," Jackson income tax break to universal
healthcare.
said.
He promised $200 billion over
He said that Clinton had "made
adjustments" during the cam- the next four years in new dopaign to soften fears that In mestic spending and pledged to
reaching out to new voters and chop in half the $300 billion andisaffected Democrats he would nual deficit and create "millions
"fail to nurture" traditional of high-wage jobs" in the proDemocrats, including blacks, cess.
Hispanlcs and other minorities.
"We left [the Democratic Convention In] New York and went to "They should send up a
work and these are the fruits of
our labors," Jackson said of the digestible, focused and
Clinton victory. "We made our limited sat ol priorities so
adjustments and we worked and
they can get off to a good
we labored."
He did not elaborate on what start and get some things
Economist Michael Evans said
"adjustments" Clinton might under their belt."
Clinton is blessed by the fact that
have made.
at least a slow recovery appears
to be under way - relieving presStuart Eizenstat, ad- sure for dramatic action to spur
viser to Clinton transition the"Ifeconomy.
he just does nothing next
team
year, we'll probably get 3 percent
growth anyway," Evans said.
However, doing nothing hardly
seems likely from a Democrat
Can he deliver?
who has promised an activist
And how many of the presi- presidency.
dent-elect's proposals will find
In addition to putting his own
their way into legislation in his proposals Into legislative form,
first 100 days?
Clinton Is also expected to swifClinton aides have said he will tly undo some Bush administraPRICES FOR STAY—NOT PER NICHV act swiftly and boldly In his first tion initiatives.
For example, he could issue
laying out an ambitious
SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND
'109 weeks,
executive orders lifting Bush's
and activist domestic agenda
5 ana 7 NtCHTS
But Stuart Eizenstat, President bans on fetal-tissue research and
DAYTONA
BEACH
-J 68
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
Carter's domestic policy chief on abortion counseling at fedPANAMA
CITY
BEACH
....*
81
and an adviser to the Clinton erally financed clinics.
S AND 7 NIGHTS
All executive orders signed by
STEAMBOAT
...'129 transition team, says Clinton
2. 5 AND 7 NIGHTS
shouldn't try to do too much too Bush and Ronald Reagan are up
MUSTANG ISLAND
soon.
for review. And some bills they
PORTARANSAS
"There were a number of prob- vetoed are sure to be revived.
SAND 7 NIGHTS
lems we had, a number of which
And while he's at it, Clinton
HILTON
HEAD ISLAND
were self-inflicted like throwing should take the opportunity to
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
too many early priorities up to ratchet back the anti-regulatory
FORTIAUDERDALE
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
the Congress," Eizenstat said. fervor that marked the Reagan
"They should send up a digesti- and Bush years, said Gary Bass,
12th Annual
ble, focused and limited set of director of OMB Watch, a private
Party)
priorities so they can get off to a group that monitors the governTOIL HtK MF0«MTKM t KSBNATKMS
good start and get some things ment's budget and regulatory acunder their belt"
tivities.
There seems little doubt that
"He would be wise to jump in
Clinton's economic plan - the and grab hold of the regulatory
centerpiece of his campaign - process and to try to make It a
b will be first up. Clinton has said more well-coordinated system,"
American Red Cross
he will "focus like a laser beam Bass said. "The notion of workon this economy" in his first ing in consensus and compromise
weeks.
is his bailiwick.''
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Incumbents weaken bond to GOP
by Merrill Hartson
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - In an unheralded act of political deliverance,
nine Republican senators bolted
from the endangered species list
of Campaign "92 by running as
rugged individualists.
Their asset -ami-liability ledger
didnt look good. They had substantial cash advantages over
their Democratic rivals, but they
were running against a supposed
tide of anti-incumbency. And
George Bush topped their ticket.
Collision-avoidance strategies
were the order of the day. And
they saved nine of 11 Republican
senators. Only two - Robert
Hasten Jr. of Wisconsin and John
Seymour of California - were
beaten.
"I think one of the first laws of
politics is you attach yourself to
someone who has more votes
than you do," said Republican

consultant Brad O'Leary. That
Republicans were steering clear
of a troubled president was evident in their commercials and on
the hustings:
Sen. Dan Coats of Indiana ran a
television commercial which re-

vania often told audiences he had beat, especially if they work
voted more than 400 times hard," said Senate Republican
against the Reagan and Bush Leader Bob Dole, elected to anadministrations. "In terms of my other term from Kansas. These
independence, that's something I senators seeking re-election
have been known for all of my painted an unmistakable picture
for the voters: They weren't
years in the Senate," he said.
afraid to stand up to the president; their seniority was needed
to protect people's jobs during
"I think one of the fint laws ol poitics is you attach
the post-Cold War defense reducyourself to someone who has more votes than you do.
tions, and they hadn't gone along
with the establishment just to get
along.
Republican consultant Brad O'Leary.
The strategy worked. Even
Specter, who faced being depicted as anti-female in "The Year
of the Woman," nosed out Demominded voters that "In 1990, the
Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa crat Lynn Yeakel, his challenger.
president's men wanted Dan to painted himself as a Washington
Yeakel was the political pervote for taxes." It noted that outsider not afraid to stand up to sonification of women's resentCoats had voted against a deficit- his own party.
ment over the conduct of the allreduction deal that raised taxes.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New male Senate Judiciary Commit"Part of the crowd? Not really," York said his positions on some tee in interrogating Anita Hill,
It said. Kasten had less success issues were closer to Bill Clin- who accused then-Supreme
with the same advertisement.
Court nominee Clarence Thomas
ton's than Bush's.
Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsyl"I think incumbents are hard to of sexual harassment.

Nothing said more about Specter's strategy than his handling
of the newly arrived president
for a campaign visit to Philadelphia, just two weeks before Election Day. Specter greeted Bush
at the airport, exchanged pleasantries on a virtually empty tarmac and then, with apologies,
said he had an appearance in Delaware County. And, off he went
"In the year of the antiincumbent, and in the year of the
woman, we had a lot to overcome," said Specter's press secretary, Dan McKenna "What we
tried to show ... was that his first
job was to his constituents, not to
his party."
The other GOP incumbents
who won re-election to the Senate
were Frank Murkowski of Alaska, John McCain of Arizona,
Christopher "Kit" Bond of Missouri, Don Nickles of Oklahoma
and Bob Packwood of Oregon.

Former girlfriend accuses
Affidavit examined
appellate judge of extortion from bike gang raid
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - The chief judge
of the New York State Court of
Appeals was arrested Saturday
for allegedly trying to extort
money from a former girlfriend
by threatening her and her
daughter with harm, authorities
said.
FBI agents arrested Judge Sol
Wachtler on the Long Island Expressway in the city's borough of
Queens, U.S. Attorney Michael
Chertoff told a news conference.
Wachtler, 62, was accused in a
criminal complaint of making
threatening calls to a New York
woman after their relationship
had ended.

The woman and her 14-year-old arrest Saturday, but wouldn't
daughter were also sent sexually elaborate.
Wachtler was arrested on a
explicit letters, and the girl was
threatened with kidnapping, the warrant issued by a federal court
judge in New Jersey after the
complaint said.
Authorities said the woman FBI's Newark office presented
was also ordered to pay $20,000 information obtained during an
In exchange for "embarassing" investigation it said lasted
tapes and photographs, reported- several weeks.
ly of her and her new boyfriend.
Wachtler, a liberal Republican,
The woman, identified only as has frequently been mentioned
"J.S.," was involved with Wach- as a potential candidate for govtler until a year ago, the com- ernor.
He joined the New York State
plaint said. Wachtler is married
Court of Appeals in 1972 after
and the father of four.
serving on the state Supreme
Authorities said Wachtler ap- Court for four years. He became
peared before U.S Magistrate the appellate court's chief judge
Judge Sharon E. Cirubin after his in 1985.

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Federal agents who raided a Hell's Angels clubhouse nearly two years ago were trying to build a racketeering case
against the motorcycle gang, an affidavit said.
Prosecutors filed the document to get a search warrant for the
clubhouse. The document was unsealed so it could be given to lawyers representing Kenneth Yates, a former Cleveland chapter president charged with illegally possessing a firearm because he was a
felon.
Gary Wolfe, a former president of the Cleveland chapter, said
agents made the racketeering allegations so they could justify using
more than 160 agents and Summit County deputy sheriffs in the raid.
"This is what the feds used to justify this massive search they coordinated to raid this house and come up with one indictment on one
Hell's Angel," Wolfe said. He declined to comment further because
he needed time to review the af f idavit.
Dozens of federal agents raided the Cleveland clubhouse on Jan. 19,
1991, where presidents of Hell's Angels chapters from around the
country were meeting.

(HOME FALCON HOCKEY)
FRIDAY 7:00 PM
BOWLING GREEN VS. KENT
ASSURE YOURSELF OF ADMISSION BY
PICKING UP A TICKET STARTING TODAY
AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET
OFFICE. STUDENTS WITHOUT A TICKET
MAY PRESENT YOUR I.D. AT THE GAME
FOR ADMISSION, BUT ONLY IF STUDENT
TICKETS STILL REMAIN.

Mid American Conference

LAS VEGAS BOWL
Football Championship Game
December 17th - 20th
• Packages from Toledo, Detroit and Cleveland.
< Includes Round Trip Air, 3 night Hotel, Hotel
Travel, Baggage Handling, Transfer to and from
Hotel, Game Ticket, Transfers to and from
Silver Bowl.
354-2991
travel design

Space limited,
restrictions applied.

